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Hereditary Chiefs & Council and Indian Act Band Councils: Who has the authority to bind a First Nation?  
 
In summary, all levels of Crown representatives and industry representatives or others engaging in formal relationships 
with First Nations should ensure they are engaging with all relevant bodies – especially the Hereditary system where it is 
present – and populations of that Nation prior to entering into any agreements, making representations about that Nation’s 
position on any issue, or purporting to have fulfilled a consultation duty in relation to a First Nation, in particular when the 
issue is proposed to take place on traditional territories.  
 
Where there is a hereditary governance system in place and they have not entered into an agreement with the Crown (or 
other entity in question), and only a Band Council has entered into an agreement, it is a misrepresentation to state that 
support of a First Nation, in general, has been given. Where the government or other actors are seeking the support or 
agreement of a First Nation in relation to activities on that Nation’s traditional lands, the traditional or hereditary chiefs 
must be consulted directly and enter into an agreement on their own accord for it to be representative of the hereditary 
leadership.  
 
 
Where does decision making power lie? 
 
There is not one answer that applies to all First Nations or other indigenous groupings. In each case it’s critically 
important that the Crown representatives and industry or other groups seeking to consult with or enter into an agreement 
with a First Nation speak with that community first about who they should be speaking with. It should not be assumed that 
any one body has full authority to act on behalf of a First Nation unless and until that’s confirmed by the broad 
membership of that First Nation. Nations with self government are more likely to be fully aligned on this matter, but due 
diligence is especially required when working with Nations that have both Band Councils and Hereditary systems that are 
active in one way or another.  
 
In some cases, where there exists a Band Council, that Council will work cooperatively with the Hereditary Chiefs so that 
effectively they have one voice and a provision is included in any agreement that the Band Council signs that the 
Hereditary Chiefs have been consulted on it and also agree explicitly to its terms (or vice versa, depending on who is lead 
party on the agreement). Ensuring, in writing, agreement among both Hereditary and Band Council governments, and 
obtaining assurance that they have consulted their communities in an appropriate manner, is a way to minimize risk when 
entering into agreements with First Nation governments.  
 
Moreover, even if there is an active Hereditary system, there may be challenges with its capacity and functions, just as 
there may be with a Band Council system and of course all systems of governance in First Nations, just as with any system 
of government, are susceptible to structural challenges, internal disputes and even corruption. All of these factors serve not 
as presumptions but as cautions when interacting with any level or type of government.  
 
Hereditary systems are also not necessarily straightforward or intuitive for those ‘on the outside’ to navigate. Again, the 
point is to ensure that no presumptions are made about who to engage with or how to engage them but rather to seek 
guidance from the Nation on how to approach them in relation to whatever agreement, consultation or other matter being 
sought. As an example of a Hereditary system structure:  
 

The fundamental premise of both the Gitksan and the Wet’suwet’en peoples is that they are divided into clans and 
Houses. Every person born of a Gitksan or Wet’suwet’en woman is automatically a member of his or her mother’s 
House and clan. There are four Gitksan and four Wet’suwet’en clans, which are subdivided into Houses. Each 
House has one or more Hereditary Chief as its titular head, selected by the elders of their House, as well as 
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possibly the Head Chief of the other Houses of the clan. There is no head chief for the clans, but there is a ranking 
order of precedence within communities or villages, where one House or clan may be more prominent than others 
(as explained in Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, [1997] 3 SCR 1010, para.12). 

 
 
Who should be consulted with and agreements entered into with?  
 
In short, all possible members of a community or Nation should be consulted with. Any agreement that is with just one 
body of government (e.g. a Band Council) when there are other types or levels of government for that Nation (e.g. a 
Hereditary system) should not be viewed as credible or complete unless all other governing bodies or involved parties 
(e.g. a First Nation development corporation, if relevant) have given their explicit sign off. Agreements that are with just 
one body when there are others in existence should not be used to represent a whole Nation’s agreement or involvement 
with an issue.  
 
Until either the courts or a treaty process determines a single authoritative rights holder, the Crown has an obligation to 
consult with and, where agreements are being entered into, contract with all groups who might reasonably hold a 
collective Aboriginal Right or Title and or have authority over another area (such as reserve lands). 
 
Hereditary governance systems should always be involved 
 
There is growing support for the Hereditary system being the preferred and more just option to consult given the colonial 
history that informs Band Council formation, history and continued ties to the federal Canadian government. That is not to 
say that Band Councils can be dismissed, but there are reasons why Hereditary chiefs and customary governance systems 
should never be discounted, disregarded or left out of an agreement either:  
 

a) Case law 
There is mounting case law that validates the premise that (a) Hereditary Chiefs should always be consulted and 
(b) that the correct or the full scope of all bodies or people who should be consulted or engaged with should never 
be presumed. As an example of the latter, take Gitga’at Development Corp et al v. Hill et al 2006 BCSC 686. In 
the situation at issue, both the Band Council and the Hereditary Chiefs claimed to represent the Hartley Bay Band. 
The court disagreed with both and opted for a third possibility, the Hartley Bay Band’s ‘community’, a body – 
albeit ambiguously defined - that the court felt needed to come to consensus in this situation before a decision 
could be binding.  
 

b) Ministerial Mandates 
On November 13, 2015 Prime Minister Trudeau released the mandate letters given to all Cabinet ministers in the 
federal government1. Each mandate letter explicitly states the Federal government’s goal of a “renewed nation to 
nation relationship with Indigenous Peoples, based on recognition of rights, respect, cooperation and partnership.” 
If a nation to nation relationship is to be renewed and respected, it needs to involve Hereditary and customary 
chiefs and leaders, as they are representatives of those Nations and also of their traditional territories. 
 
The letter to the Minister of Indigenous and Northern Affairs reaffirms the goal to re-engage in a renewed nation 
to nation relationship based on recognition, rights, respect, cooperation and partnership, and lists several priorities 
including:  
• To work with provinces and territories, and with First Nations, the Métis Nation, and Inuit, to implement 

recommendations of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, starting with the implementation of the United 
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. 

• Undertake, with advice from the Minister of Justice, in full partnership and consultation with First Nations, 
Inuit, and the Métis Nation, a review of laws, policies, and operational practices to ensure that the Crown is 
fully executing its consultation and accommodation obligations, in accordance with its constitutional and 
international human rights obligations, including Aboriginal and Treaty rights. 

                                                   
1 http://pm.gc.ca/eng/ministerial-mandate-letters  
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• Work, on a nation-to-nation basis, with the Métis Nation to advance reconciliation and renew the relationship, 
based on cooperation, respect for rights, our international obligations, and a commitment to end the status quo. 

• Collaborate with the Ministers of Natural Resources, Environment and Climate Change and Fisheries, Oceans 
and the Canadian Coast Guard to ensure that environmental assessment legislation is amended to enhance the 
consultation, engagement and participatory capacity of Indigenous groups in reviewing and monitoring major 
resource development projects. 

 
 

c) Truth and Reconciliation Final Report, United Nations Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, and Free 
Prior and Informed Consent 
 
A fundamental call to action of the Truth and Reconciliation Final Report is number 43, “We call upon federal, 
provincial, territorial, and municipal governments to fully adopt and implement the United Nations Declaration 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) as the framework for reconciliation.” The report goes on to call 
for a national action plan, strategies and other concrete measures to achieve the goals of the UNDRIP.  
  
UNDRIP itself emphasizes the principle of free, prior, and informed consent (FPIC) refers to the right of local 
communities, particularly indigenous peoples, to participate in decision making about issues affecting them. 
Article 10 of UNDRIP states: “Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands or territories. No 
relocation shall take place without the free, prior and informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and 
after agreement on just and fair compensation and, where possible, with the option of return.” And Article 32 says 
that governments “shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous people concerned through their 
own representative institutions to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project 
affecting their lands or territories or resources".2 

 
 
In addition, there is recent case law from the BC Court of Appeal that says that Band Councils do not have authority 
beyond that of the reserve they govern and its administration:3 
 

This brought the trial judge to the matter of governance of the Band. The parties are agreed that the Lower 
Kootenay Indian Band is a creation of the Indian Act, and that the authority of the Band Council derives from that 
statute. The words of the Alberta Court of Appeal in Paul Band v. The Queen [1984] 2 WWR 540 are therefore 
apposite:  

Band councils are created under the Indian Act and derive their authority to operate qua Band councils 
exclusively from that Act. In the exercise of their powers they are concerned with the administration of 
Band affairs on their respective reserves wither under direct authority of Parliament or as administrative 
arms of the Minister. They have no other source of power. [at para.20] 

 
This case, together with case law describing when and how Aboriginal Title is identified (i.e. the time at which Crown 
asserted sovereignty) make it clear that it would be impossible for Indian Act Band Councils to have any ‘authority’ over 
Aboriginal Title. While Band Councils can work with Tribal or Hereditary governance systems, it is difficult to 
understand how Band Councils could be seen to have authority over Aboriginal Title or Rights.  
 
Thus, all levels of Crown representatives and industry representatives or others engaging in formal relationships with First 
Nations should ensure they are engaging with all relevant bodies – especially a Tribal or Hereditary system – and 
populations of that Nation prior to entering into any agreements, making representations about that Nation’s position on 
any issue, or purporting to have fulfilled a consultation duty in relation to a First Nation.  
 
 
 
 

                                                   
2 GA Res. 61/295, UN GAOR, 61st sess., Supp. No. 49, UN Doc. A/RES/61/295 (2007) 
3 Louie v. Louie [2015] BCCA 247, para.12 
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Misrepresentations of “First Nations support” for LNG projects in northern BC 
 
The British Columbia government, including the Premier and certain Ministers, have been making public statements and 
allegedly also been making statements to federal government officials to the effect that there is broad First Nations support 
for LNG in northern BC, including for the proposed Pacific North West LNG terminal on Lelu Island. One public example 
of this is BC’s ‘Fact Sheet on Partnering with First Nations on LNG Development’4 that states, among other things, that 
“Nearly 90% of the 32 First Nations with proposed pipelines through their traditional territories, have indicated their 
support through one or more pipeline benefits agreements”. Concerns with statements such as these are that it is not clear 
how the figures and percentages of support are being calculated, and it is not clear how the government is extrapolating 
support from a whole First Nation when there has only been an agreement made with a Band Council that does not have 
the support of the Nation’s Hereditary Chiefs.  
 
Where there is a hereditary governance system in place and they have not entered into an agreement with the government 
(or other entity in question), and only a Band Council has entered into an agreement, it is a misleading misrepresentation 
to state that support of a First Nation, in general, has been given. Where the government or other actors are seeking the 
support or agreement of a First Nation in relation to activities on that Nation’s traditional lands, the traditional or 
hereditary chiefs must be consulted directly and enter into an agreement on their own accord for it to be representative of 
the hereditary leadership.  
 
Wet’suwet’en Hereditary Chiefs / Wet’suwet’en Band Council  
 
As one example, in 2014 the “Wet'suwet'en FN Natural Gas Pipeline Benefits Agreement”5 regarding the Coastal Gaslink 
Pipeline Project was signed. This agreement was entered into by the Chief and Council of Wet’suwet’en First Nation, 
which is defined in the agreement to “mean the “band”, as that term is defined in the Indian Act SC 1985 c.I-5, called the 
“Wet’suwet’en First Nation””(section 1.1). The Band Council had to warrant as part of that agreement that it had the 
authority to represent itself and all of its members. However, clearly not all Wet’suwet’en members were consulted or 
agreed to the Band Council’s actions. As has been well documented, the Unist'ot'en camp, which is supported by 
Wet'suwet'en hereditary chiefs (but not the Band Council), has been actively in opposition of the same pipeline 
project (as well as others) that the Band Council signed on in support of.  
 
The Wet’suweten hereditary chiefs claim jurisdiction over the traditional territories of the Nation. The Wet’suwet’en have 
not signed a treaty with British Columbia in relation to their traditional territories; therefore their land rights continue 
unextinguished under the Canadian constitution, as confirmed in Calder v. British Columbia [1973] SCR 313).6 
Delgamuukw v. British Columbia, [1997] 3 SCR 1010, brought by the Wet'suwet'en and Gitx'san hereditary chiefs on 
behalf of their peoples, and other Supreme Court of Canada cases including the recent Tsilhqot’in Nation v. British 
Columbia [2014] 2 SCR 256 say that Aboriginal Title includes the right to use, manage, and possess land, and to decide 
how the land will be used.  
 
Additionally, Aboriginal Title means that Crown representatives and others including corporate entities must obtain 
consent to use or – if the Nation desires to exclude others - enter the land, and that to deny the need for that consent would 
infringe on that constitutionally protected right. To obtain consent to enter or use traditional lands governed by a 
traditional hereditary system logically and necessarily requires communications with and the consent of that hereditary 
governance system, not of (just) a Band Council elected under the Indian Act.  
 
Gitxsan House of Luutkudziiwus / Gitxsan Treaty Society  
 
A similar situation is happening within the Gitxsan First Nation. Luutkudziiwus is a 600 member house of the Gitxsan 
Nation. The proposed Prince Rupert Gas Transmission pipeline, a 900-kilometre line that would stretch from Hudson’s 
Hope in northeast BC to the Pacific Northwest LNG plant proposed for Lelu Island, crosses 34 kilometres of the House of 

                                                   
4 https://news.gov.bc.ca/factsheets/partnering-with-first-nations-on-lng-development  
5 http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/environment/natural-resource-stewardship/consulting-with-first-nations/first-nations-negotiations/first-nations-
a-z-listing/wet-suwet-en-first-nation-broman-lake  
6 Unist'ot'en have adopted, under Wet'suwet'en law, the Unist'ot'en Declaration that is evidence of the continuous governance and control of their 
claimed traditional territory by Wet'suwet'en people. 
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Luutkudziiwus’ traditional territory known as Madii Lii. However, pipeline proponents have only been dealing with the 
Gitxsan Treaty Society and the Gitxsan Development Corporation; neither entity represent the Luutkudziiwus and other 
House groups who have traditional systems of governance over their lands.  
 
Allied Tsimshian Tribes of Lax Kw’alaams / Lax Kw’alaams Band Council  
 
The Allied Tsimshian Tribes of Lax Kw’alaams face another similar situation where they allege that the Canadian 
Environmental Agency (the Agency) has incorrectly consulted only with the Lax Kw’alaams Band Council  
 
In their submission to the Agency regarding the proposed Pacific NorthWest LNG terminal on Lelu Island, the Allied 
Tsimshian Tribes state (emphasis added):7  
 

We have reviewed the Pacific NorthWest LNG Draft Environmental Assessment Report and in particular, Chapter 
8, Impacts on Potential or Established Aboriginal Rights or Title. Section 8.1 of that chapter states that the 
Agency identified six Aboriginal groups that assert potential or established Aboriginal rights or title on Lelu 
Island and on the marine environment surrounding Lelu Island, in the Prince Rupert area. The identified groups 
are the Lax Kw’alaams Band, Metlakatla First Nation, Gitxaala Nation, Kitsumkalum First Nation, Kitsumkalum 
First Nation, Kitselas First Nation, and Gitga’at First Nation. Therein lies the problem; all of the CEAA 
identified Aboriginal groups are Indian Act Bands and as such do not, and cannot, satisfy the criteria 
established in a number of Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) decisions on Aboriginal title including the 
Delgamuukw and Tsihlqot’in cases. 

 
This has thus become another situation where the position of an Indian Act Band Council has been used in the media and 
potentially by provincial government representatives, to indicate conditional support of a project taking place on 
traditional lands that the Hereditary chiefs are in fact entirely opposed to.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                   
7 Submission is numbered as document #8013, full text available at: https://www.ceaa-acee.gc.ca/050/documents-
eng.cfm?ti=allied+tsimshian&no=&cat=3&date1=&date2=&explore=1&evaluation=80032&go=Search 
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Appendices  
 

Further information on types of elections and systems of governance 
 
Different systems of governance 
 
First Nations governments are formed by a chief or chiefs and /or councillors who are responsible for making decisions on 
behalf of the First Nation and its members. 
 
The election or selection of a chief and councillors can be held in one (or sometimes more) of four ways: 

• under a community leadership selection process, often called hereditary or band custom 
• by following the steps outlined in the Indian Act and the Indian Band Election Regulations 
• pursuant to a community's constitution contained in a self government agreement 
• under the new and optional First Nations Elections Act 

 
Approximately 235 First Nations in Canada hold elections under the Indian Act and the Indian Band Election Regulations, 
38 are self governing, while the remaining First Nations select their leaders according to their own community or 
hereditary leadership selection process.8 
 
Some Nations also have more than one of these systems in operation simultaneously; most commonly at this time, this is 
dual Indian Act Band Council and a hereditary chief(s) and councillors system. There can be different opinions among 
members of Nation about which chief(s) and councillors have the proper authority to make decisions on behalf of the 
Nation and all of its members.  
 
The Indian Act electoral system is an imposed one by Canada that attempted to replace traditional self government, but 
had the effect of undermining and in some cases triggering the dismantling of a tradition of self governance that had 
existed effectively for thousands of years, and that still exists in many Nations via the community leadership/ hereditary 
model. The imposed system displaced traditional political structures and did not reflect, consider or honour First Nation 
needs or values. It also did not recognize that each Nation had its own style of governance with specialized skills, tools, 
authority and capacity developed over centuries or millenia. It was designed for assimilation – to remake traditional 
cultures in the image of the colonizers.  
 
 
Elections under the Indian Act 
 
A Band Council is created under the Indian Act RSC 1985 c.I-5 and per section 74 is a ‘federal board’ within the meaning 
of section 18 of the Federal Court Act RSC 1985 c.F-7. It has the power to enat bylaws for the band and consists of one 
chief and one councillor for every one hundred members of the band. All First Nations who hold their elections under 
the Indian Act are subject to the same rules and eligibility requirements, and hold elections every two years. 
 
Unlike a community leadership selection process, where Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (AANDC) 
has no role in the process, the department carries out the following responsibilities in elections under the Indian Act and 
the Indian Band Election Regulations: 

• training and supporting electoral officers throughout the election to ensure compliance with the election rules 
• approving the First Nation council's choice of electoral officer or appointing the electoral officer when there is no 

First Nation council in place 
• receiving, investigating and deciding on election appeals 

 

                                                   
8 According to Government of Canada sources: https://www.aadnc-aandc.gc.ca/eng/1323193986817/1323194199466  
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A First Nation that holds its elections under the Indian Act election system may develop its own community election code 
and ask the Minister to issue an order that removes the First Nation from the application of the Act's electoral provisions. 
To learn more about this conversion process, consult the Conversion to Community Election System Policy. 
 
Community or Custom / Hereditary Leadership Selection Process 
 
Community or custom leadership selection processes are often documented in a community's election code, which provide 
the rules under which chiefs and councillors are chosen for those First Nations who are not under the Indian Act election 
rules. These codes vary depending on the First Nation and are often unique to the specific community and may also be 
held via oral tradition and not written. 
 
AANDC is never involved in the election processes held under community or custom election processes, nor will it 
interpret, decide on the validity of the process, or resolve election appeals. The department's role is limited to recording 
the election results transmitted by the First Nation. When a dispute arises concerning a community or custom election 
process, it must be resolved in accordance with the related provisions in a community's election code, or by the courts. For 
information on the community or custom leadership selection process of a specific First Nation, please consult the First 
Nation directly. 
 
Self Governing First Nations 
 
Self governing First Nations do not fall under the purview of the Indian Act. They establish their own laws and policies in 
a broad range of matters internal to their communities and integral to their cultures and traditions, including leadership 
selection. Self governing First Nations elect their leadership through individual election processes which vary depending 
on the First Nation and are often unique to the specific community. 
 
As with a community or custom leadership selection process, AANDC is never involved in the election processes held by 
self governing First Nations, nor will it interpret, decide on the validity of the process, or resolve election appeals. The 
department's role is limited to recording the election results transmitted by the First Nation. 
 
The First Nations Elections Act 
 
The First Nations Elections Act came into force on April 2, 2015. It was developed to bring about what are hoped to be 
improvements to the election processes of First Nations across the country. This legislation provides a fourth option to 
First Nations for leadership selection offering an alternative opt in legislated election system that improves upon and fills 
the gaps in the Indian Act system. For more information on this new Act, go to the First Nations Election Act module on 
AANDC's website. 
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